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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [5] it was shown that the study of the abstract Cauchy problem 
u’(t) = Au(t) (t E Rf = [O, co)), u(O) =f, (1) 
(where ’ = d/dt) in a Banach space X leads in some cases to the solution of 
u”(t) = Au(t) [LER=(--qal)], 4% =.A 9 u’(0) =fs . (2) 
Here A is a closed (unbounded) linear operator on X. In this note, we present 
a theorem which shows that the abstract Cauchy problem (1) is automatically 
well-posed in case (2). In fact, if (2) is well-posed, then A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a semigroup which is analytic in the right half plane. This 
result also follows from the work of Fattorini [4] and Da Prato and Giusti [l] 
on cosine functions, but we shall give a simple direct proof based on some 
standard theorems on the generation of one parameter semigroups of opera- 
tors. We shall also present an application to time dependent abstract Cauchy 
problems and a counterexample to show that the converse of our main 
theorem is false. 
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
We begin with some notation and terminology. X is a Banach space with 
norm I] * 11 . All operators are linear operators. The identity operator on X is 
denoted by I,. D(G) denotes the domain of an operator G. B(X) is the space 
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of all bounded operators on X. By a semigroup (or a group) in B(X), we 
mean a strongly continuous one parameter semigroup (or group) in B(X). 
s(0) denotes the sector {z E C : x # 0, ] arg x ] < 0); here @ denotes the 
complex plane. Let 
sp; c) = (z E s(e) : I x 1 > c}, S+r={z+r:zES}. 
“The” square root of a complex number z, which is not a non-positive real 
number, means the square root with positive real part. A simple geometric 
consideration shows that h E S(P/~) + w (w > 0) if and only if X2 belongs to 
the “exterior” QU of the parabolic region determined by the equation 
x = - (y2/4d) + w2 
in the xy plane. That is, 
Qw=C\{x+;y:O>x-w2>-y2/4w2}. 
Note also that for each 8 > 0 there is a positive number K(6) such that 
Qu n {z : I z 1 > K(6)) 3 S[T - 6; K(6)]. (3) 
The same observations are true for w = 0 if we define 
Qo={(z~@: -z$R+}. 
By a semigroup in B(X), analytic in the sector S(0) (0 < 0 < p/2), we mean a 
mapping T( .) : 8(e) u (0) -+ B(X) such that T(0) = I,, T(s) T(t) = T(s + t) 
s, t E S(e), T(.) is analytic in s(e), and for each f E X, 11 Z’(s) f -f 1) -+ 0 as 
t + 0 with t E S(t9 - 6) for each 6 > 0; moreover, if A is the infinitesimal 
generator of this semigroup, then AT(t) E B(X) for each t E s(e), and 
II Wll ? II tAw)ll are bounded for t in compact subsets of s(e) u {O}. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Equation (2) is formally equivalent to 
where 
U(t) = MU(t) (t E w, U(0) = F, (4) 
Suppose for the moment that A = G2 + H, where G generates a group in 
B(X) and H is a closed operator with D(H) 3 D(G). Then by [5], M, with 
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domain D(M) = D(A) x D(G), is the infinitesimal generator of a group in 
B(Y), where I’ = W x X and W is D(G) equipped with the graph norm. 
Working in the space W x X rather than X x X, corresponds to using an 
“energy norm” (cf. the remark at the end of Section 2 of [5]). 
With this motivation in mind, suppose there is a closed operator G on X 
such that G is closed, densely defined, and D(G2) = D(A). (Note that if A 
generates a semigroup, then such a G necessarily exists. In fact, we can take 
G = (A - KIx)l12, the fractional power, where the constant k is so chosen 
that A - AI, generates a uniformly bounded semigroup in B(X). See [lo], 
p. 259 ff.) Set V = D(A), W = D(G). Then solving (2) in X with jr E v, 
f2 E W is equivalent to solving (4) in Y = W x X with F E V x W. The 
norm in the Banach space Y will be denoted by 1 * ! ; for example, it can be 
taken to be 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (4) [or equivalently (2)] is well-posed in the 
sense that M with domain D(M) = V x W is the infinitesimal generator of a 
group in B(Y). Then (1) is well-posed in the sense that A is the infinitesimal 
generator of a semigroup in B(X) analytic in S(7r/2). 
The solution of (1) is given by u(t) = T(t) f, where {T(t), t E W+} is the 
semigroup generated by A. u(.) so defined is strongly continuous on [Wf 
and is strongly differentiable on (0, co) for each f E X; and U( +) is strongly 
differentiable at t = 0 if, in addition, f E V. 
The proof of Th eorem 1 makes use of some standard results on the 
generation of semigroups, which we now state for handy reference. 
THEOREM 2. (a) An operator G on X is the infinitesimal generator of a 
semigroup in B(X) if, and only if, G is closed, densely dejined, and there are 
constants c 2 1, w 3 0 such that X E p(G), the resolvent set of G, and 
ll(AIx - G)-n 11 < c/(Re h - w), 
whenever h E S(rr/2) + w, n = 1, 2,3 ,... . 
(b) Let G be a closed, densely dejned operator on X. Suppose there are 
constants c 3 l,?r/2 < 8 < r such that X E p(G) and 
whenever X E S(e; c). Then G is the injinitesimal generator of a semigroup in 
B(X) analytic in S(0 - r/2). 
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Part (a) is the Hille-Yosida Theorem [6], [lo], [2]. Part (b) is a slight modi- 
fication of Theorem 1.7 of [7]; see also [6], [lo], and, especially, [3], 1768- 
1770. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The identity operator on Y is 
By the necessity part of the Hille-Yosida Theorem, there are constants 
c>l,~~>OsuchthatX~p(M)and 
l(hI, - M)-” [ < c/(1 Re A / - w) (5) 
whenever 1 Re h 1 > w and n = 1,2 ,... . Since M2 = Air , we have 
WY - M)-1 (My + My = (PI, - A)-1 I,. 
Consequently, 
Il(XzIx - A)-l I/ 6 l(A21x - A)-l Iy I < c2/(Re h - UJ)~ (6) 
by (5) with n = 1 for X E S(?r/2) + w, i.e., for A2 EQ~ . Let 6 > 0 be fixed 
but arbitrary. For x E S(42 - 6; w + l), 
(Rex - w)/l z I = [Re(x - w)/i z - w I] [I x - w l/i z I] 
> (sin S)/(UJ + 1) = k(S) > 0. 
(7) 
Hence, for all z E S[?r - 26; K(26)], we have z E QU and 
I@dx - A)-l /I < c2/(Re A& - w)~ by (6) 
< c%(S)-2/l x 1 bY (7) 
as long as I z/ > K(2S) > (w + 1)2, w IC h’ h we may assume. By Theorem 2(b), 
A is the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup analytic in S(42 - 6). Since 
6 > 0 is arbitrary, the semigroup generated by A is analytic in the right half 
plane. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THEOREM 1 
COROLLARY 1. If A is the injnitesimal generator of a semigroup which 
does not have an analytic continuation into the right halfplane S(42), then the 
abstract Cauchy problem (2) is not well-posed. 
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This is immediate. Thus, for example, if H is an unbounded self-adjoint 
operator on a Hilbert space X, then 
u”(t) = iHu(t) (t 6 w, u(O) ==fi 3 u’(O) =f2 
is not well-posed. 
Another immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the result of [5] 
quoted earlier is the following result. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be the infinitesimal generator of a group in B(X), and 
let H be a closed operator with D(H) EJ D(G). Then G2 + H is the infinitesimal 
generator of a semigroup in B(X) analytic in S(42). 
For an application of Corollary 2, we consider abstract evolution equations 
of the form 
u’(t) = 4) u(t) + g(t) (0 < t < T), 40) =f (8) 
for which the solution u(a) is analytic in t. 
COROLLARY 3. Let N be a complex convex neighborhood of [0, T]. Let 
4) = G(V + H(t), 
where for each t E N, G(t) is the in.nitesimal generator of a group in 
B(X), D[H(t)] 1 D[G(t)], and D[G(t)2] = V is independent oft. Suppose that 
G(.)2f, W*)f, andg(*) are weakly analytic on Nfor each f E V. Then (8) has a 
unique solution u( *) which is strongly analytic on N and which is given by 
u(t) = U(t, O)f + 1’ qt, s)g(s) d-C 
0 
The B(X)-valued f uric tion U(t, s) existsfor 0 < s < t < T and has a continua- 
tion to complex values of s, t which is analytic for s, t E N, s # t, 
I a& - $1 < 7d2, and which is (jointly) strongly continuous at the diagonal 
s = t. Moreover, for such complex r, s, t, 
up, t) = 1x9 u(t, 4 U(s, r) = u(t, f-1, 
(W) U(4 s)f = 4) vt, s)f f@r sft and fgX, 
(VW w s)f = A(t) w, s)f for f E K 
and 
(a/as) U(t, s) f = - U(t, s) A(s) f for f E V. 
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This result follows from Corollary 2, Theorems 1 and 2 of [8], and the 
fact that the concepts of weak, strong, and uniform analyticity coincide. The 
details, which are straightforward, are omitted. 
As a concluding remark, we note that the converse of Theorem 1 is false. 
For example, let A be the Laplacian acting on X =Lp(W), 1 <p < co. 
Then A generates a semigroup in B(X) analytic in S(7~/2). However, (2) 
is not well-posed if p # 2 and 71 3 2 according to the result of Littman [9]. 
Note added in proof. When this paper was written, the author had a preprint of [4] 
which Professor Fattorini had kindly sent. The published version of [4] contains a 
result similar to our Theorem 1 (cf. [4], pp. 92-93). 
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